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cumb to its pleasures, and there are
many.The performances are all wonderful, the direction hits the right marks, and
Sometimes it’s just timing. Sometimes the story is compellingly told.
it’s just the luck of the draw. In 1996, an
LA film noir called Mulholland Falls was Roger Ebert really liked the film, saying,
released. Very much attempting to tap “This is the kind of movie where every
into the feel of the film Chinatown, it re- note is put in lovingly. It’s a 1950s crime
ceived some good reviews and some movie, but with a modern, ironic edge.”
bad reviews; but not many people cared The Los Angeles Times’ Kenneth Turan
to see a period LA film noir set in the also liked it, and said, “Mulholland Falls
early 1950s in 1996, despite its excellent combines a vivid sense of place with a
cast, which included Nick Nolte, Chaz visceral directorial style that fuses conPalminteri, Jennifer Connelly, John trolled fury onto everything it touches.”
Malkovich, Melanie Griffith, Chris Penn, The New York Times’ Janet Maslin, deMichael Madsen, Andrew McCarthy, and spite her concerns about the story itself,
Treat Williams, as well as small roles lauded the film:“Mr.Tamahori, who gives
played by Bruce Dern, Louise Fletcher, Mulholland Falls a smashing, insidious
Rob Lowe and William Peterson. One L.A.-noir style meant to recall Chinayear later, LA Confidential opened, and town, along with a high-testosterone
suddenly a period LA film noir set in the swagger that is distinctively his own.This
early 1950s was all the rage with audi- director's first Hollywood film has such
ences and critics. It’s interesting to think punch, in fact, that it takes a while to reabout what would have happened if the alize how slight and sometimes noxious
two films had come out in reverse order. its concerns really are. But Mulholland
Falls is so well cast and relentlessly stylMulholland Falls was loosely based on ish (thanks to some fine technical talent
a real-life group of LA policemen known assembled here) that its sheer energy
as the “Hat Squad” who pretty much did prevails over its shaky plot.”
things as they pleased in the days long
before the Miranda decision. It also con- The film disappeared quickly, but develcerned itself with secretly-filmed, incrim- oped a cult following from its many cable
inating lurid movies, the A-bomb testing showings and various video releases.
in Nevada, and a mystery rife with cover- Seen today, it is a moody, evocative, wellups and secrets and immorality lurking paced noir, with a powerhouse cast –
around every corner. In other words, and a lot of what works about the film
business as usual for an LA noir. The can be traced to its score by Dave
look of the film was perfection, thanks to Grusin.
the great photography of Haskell Wexler
and the incredible production design of Born in 1934, Grusin began scoring films
the brilliant Richard Sylbert (who’d done in 1967 with two hits – Divorce, Amerithe same for Chinatown – amusingly, Mr. can Style and The Graduate. Since then,
Sylbert also plays a small role in the film he’s been nominated for multiple Oscars
as a coroner). Using only real locations (and won once), won multiple Grammys,
and with no CGI cheating, the film per- and has written many classic scores, infectly recreates the look and feel of LA in cluding The Heart Is A Lonely Hunter,
the 1950s. While Mulholland Falls at Three Days Of The Condor, Tootsie, The
times evokes other films, it is mostly its Goodbye Girl, Bobby Deerfield, Heaven
very own beast. And despite what some Can Wait, And Justice For All, On
critics felt was a not great story, it was Golden Pond, Absence Of Malice, Reds,
hard then and harder now not to suc- The Goonies, The Milagro Beanfield War

(for which he won the Oscar), and many
others. Everyone has their favorite
Grusin scores, and Mulholland Falls is
mine. Not only does his music do everything that film music is supposed to do,
i.e. propel the film, establish its moods,
define its characters, and illuminate its
story, but apart from the film it is a great
listening experience – its themes are
beautiful and memorable, exciting and
melancholy, mysterious and smoky and
intoxicating. In fact, it’s one of the best
noir scores ever written, and right up
there with other classics of the post1970s noir scores, Chinatown (Jerry
Goldsmith), Farewell, My Lovely (David
Shire), and LA Confidential (Goldsmith
again).
The score to Mulholland Falls was issued on CD concurrent with the film’s release, on Edel.That CD presented about
thirty-eight minutes of score and the
classic song “Harbor Lights,” sung by
Aaron Neville (who performs it on camera in the movie).That release has been
long out of print and brings pricey collector prices. For this release, we’ve
gone back to the original two-track mixed
masters and discovered quite a nice
number of cues that were not on the
original Edel CD. So, for the first time we
are presenting the complete score to the
film, in film order (the original CD is, for
the most part, in film order and is very
well sequenced, but the missing cues
are really good and really give the score
a cohesive quality that is quite addictive),
along with an alternate version of the
main title.
Dave Grusin is a master film composer,
and Mulholland Falls is right at the top of
his prodigious output. So, just surrender
yourself because there’s no way not to
be caught in the spider web of its sinuous, silky musical world; a tone poem of
doomed romance, conspiracy, and an LA
that doesn’t exist anymore.
— Bruce Kimmel

